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ABSTRACT

Computational methods have been recently developed by the authors

and others to predict the working life or the acceptable vibration

limit of tubular structures experiencing fretting-wear caused by

impact-sliding interaction with loose supports or adjacent struc-

tures. This problem is of practical interest in various nuclear

and other industrial components. This paper reports an ex-

perimental work intended to validate the numerical techniques used

to compute the tube non-linear vibration in presence of impact-

sliding interaction. Attention is especially focused on the local

and time averaged dynamical parameters governing the rate of

fretting-wear. The experiments were carried out on a straight tube

excited harmonically by a pair of electromagnetic shakers. The

tube motion was limited by a loose support situated £t about

midspan. On the other hand, numerical simulations of the tests

were also performed. Comparison between test and computational

data resulted in rather satisfactory agreement, based on the

averaged impact forces and the wear work rate. Results are also

discussed in terms of detailed time histories of tube displacement

and impact forces.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is now generally recognized that the service life of various

tubular components in nuclear power reactors can be significantly



shortened because of excessive wear caused by the sliding-impact .

interaction with neighbouring structures and/or loose supports.

This can be typically the case for the steam generator tubes, the

in-core instrumentation, the fuel and the control rods, which are

permanently excited by the coolant flow. prediction of such a

risk requires the use of numerical tools to compute the flow-

induced vibrations of the components. As pointed out in several

recent studies, see for instance Axisa, et al.(1986) ; Moon,

(1987); de Langre et al.(1990,1991); such highly non-linear

systems can have a large variety of dynamical behaviours, which

can be sensitive even to very small changes in the initial

conditions and system parameters, including the numerical errors

involved in the computational process. However, from a practical

point of view, interest can be basically focused on the behaviour

of a few averaged dynamical quantities, tne ones most relevant for

assessing the wear. Hopefully, those quantities are significantly

less sensitive than the detailed time histories of the dynamical

response.

Computational methods have been developed by several authors, in

particular Rogers and Pick (1977); Frick et al. (1984); Axisa et

al.(1986) ; Rao et al.(1987); Antunes et al.(1988); Fricker,

(1988); Mahutov et al. (1989) to deal with some aspects or to cope

with the overall problem of flow-induced vibration and wear of

tubular structures.

Laboratory experiments are also necessary to verify the validity

of the numerical models used in the non-linear calculations.

Indeed, to make the problem practically tractable for design

analyses, many simplifying assumptions are made to model the

vibrating structure, the tube-support dynamic interaction, and the

flow-induced excitation mechanisms. On the other hand, it is also

of major importance to investigate how closely the measured values

of averaged dynamical quantities such as the wear work rate can be

compared with the computed ones. This is by no means a trivial

experimental problem, in particular because impacts occur as local

and short lived impulses and because tube sliding distances cannot

be measured at the very location where impacts actually take

place.

The present work is more specifically focused on the last aspect

of the problem. It describes experiments which were carried out

on a straight tube harmonically excited either in one or in two

lateral directions, by electromagnetic shakers. Tube vibration was

restricted at midspan by a stiff support surrounding it. Pure



impact and impact-sliding interaction were successively

investigated. Results are discussed together with numerical

simulations, in terms of detailed time histories of the response

signals and in terms of averaged dynamical quantities, namely the

rms tube displacement, the time averaged impact forces and the

averaged wear work rate.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Test Rig

A general lay-out of the test rig is shown in Fig.l. The tube is

representative of a PWR fuel rod, with overall length L = 1.25 m,

diameter D = 9.5 mm and mass per unit tube length M = 0.7 kg/m. It

is firmly maintained at both ends by stiff springs, and at about

midspan it passes through the cell shown in Fig.2. Though

contacts can actually occur only at the flat bumped parts of the

cell, the latter acts essentially as a square hole loose support

with total gap of about 0.2 mm. It is embedded into a measuring

device shown in Figs. 3 and 6, which includes four prestressed

piezoelectric Kistler force transducers 9301 A, each of which is

associated to a distinct wall of the support cell, and two pairs

of displacement transducers Kaman 2310 2S. One pair is located

above and the other below, the cell, about 5 cm from its median

plane where intermittent contacts with the vibrating tube occur.

The whole measuring device is rigidly fixed to a pair of

micrometer MICROCONTROL tables whose purpose is to adjust the gaps

at the desired values, including negative ones in order to pre-

stress the vibrating tube by a static side load. All the instru-

mentation is set along the X1Y directions, perpendicular to the

walls of the support eel?. Fig. 4 shows the pair of electromagnetic

shakers used to excite the tube. They are mounted along the X, Y.

directions, and sufficiently close to the bottom support so as to

reduce the dynamical interaction between the tube and the exciting

device. Amplitude of the harmonic excitation was varied from a few

tenths up to 10 N. Depending on the relative phasing between the

shakers, the tube can be driven either according to unidirectional

or to orbital transverse motions. The driving force signals are

measured by using two piezoelectric impedance heads B&K 8001,

mounted on the head of the shakers. Fig.5 provides the reader with

the exact geometry of the tube mounting used for the orbital

tests. It is noticed that the end supports are modelled as a set



of three lateral springs which actually correspond to three

distinct permanent contacts between the tube and the support.

Value of the stiffness coefficients was adjusted by performing

modal measurements, see section 3.4.

3 EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

Experimental Data Processing

The signals produced by the instrumentation just described are

tape recorded and then numerized at a sampling frequency fo of

about 50 kHz. Practical relevance of such a value was checked by

performing preliminary tests at higher f^, up to 100 kHz. The data

were processed in a HP 9000 computer by using specific software,

to obtain the time averaged quantities, namely the impact forces:

<F >; the wear work rate: <W>; and the rms values 0^x'
0" of the

displacements. Clearly, the first two parameters are the least

easy to obtain as they are very sensitive to the presence of

background noise and offset in the measured signals. A rather

tedious effort was necessary to conveniently process the signal

and to check the results, which convinced us that a relative

accuracy better than about 50% can reasonably be expected in the

present study, where the signals are averaged typically over 600

excitation cycles. On the other hand, the analog signals were also

systematically transferred to a GOULD recording system for

graphical display of the time histories at different time scales

and sampling rates. Lissajous plots of the transverse tube

displacement were also produced. Such graphical information is

quite useful to get a qualitative picture of the tube motion near

the loose support.

Calibration of the Impact Force Transducer Assembly

The force transducer assembly was tested according to an experi-

mental procedure described in Axisa, et al.(1989), which is

similar to that used by Fisher, et al.(1988), except that in our

tests the steel ba'.l impacting the sensor is mounted as a

pendulum, instead of as a free falling projectile. Furthermore,

the calibration is not relying upon the peak force but on its time

averaged value. Indeed, the last quantity provides the momentum

change of the ball due to the impact. Then, by comparing it with

the theoretical value of a pure elastic impact, it is possible to



obtain.a reasonable order of magnitude for dissipation. The latter

is entered in the numerical simulations as an equivalent impact

restitution coefficient: r. On the other hand, in this kind of

tests, the measurement of the impact duration has to be

interpreted in terms of the Hertzian contact theory , as pointed

out in Fisher and Ingham (1988) and Axisa, et al.(1989).

Nevertheless, it can still be used to check the validity of the

equivalent impact stiffness which is adopted in the numerical

simulations.

Fig. 6 sketches the testing procedure used in the present

experiment. Because of obvious geometrical reasons, the ball

cannot hit the support cell directly. Thus, a steel rod is used to

transfer the impact of the ball to the support cell. Such tests

were performed first by removing the cell to check the whole

assembly, including the micrometer tables, against undesirable

impact transmission from one force transducer to the others and

against an excessive flexibility of the measuring assembly mounted

on the rig. Fig.6 also shows a typical time history of such an

impact as measured by the impacted transducer:(A), and the two

adjacent ones: (B,CJ. It can be verified that the impact signature

is satisfactory. In particular, the vibration detected on the

(B,C) channels is small, with maximum amplitude being 1% of that

of channel (A). The signal recorded on channel (D) facing (A) , is

not shown here because its amplitude was quite negligible.

Furthermore, the impact duration recorded on channel (A) is about

1.6 io"4s, which leads to an equivalent stiffness of 1.1 107N/m.

This value is larger by one order of magnitude than the expected

impact stiffness associated with the support cell and the tube

ovalization. The coefficient of restitution is 0.95. Similar tests

performed with the support cell inserted in the device led to an

equivalent stiffness of 106N/m; by chance this value is nearly the

same as the ovalization stiffness of the tube. Finally, r was

found to be significantly less than in the former case : 0.8

instead of 0.95.

Numerical Simulations

The results quoted above lead to an equivalent impact stiffness K

of about 6xio N/m, which corresponds essentially to the genera-

lized stiffness of the 6th flexural mode, see Table 1. Hence, the

dynamical non-linear model can be safely restricted to 6x2 D.O.F.

taking into account the two transverse directions X,Y.



Accordingly, the shortest period is 0.44 ms. A sufficient accuracy

of the Fu-Devolegeare explicit algorithm, see Axisa et al. (1986),

is reached by adopting a time step 5t = 8.68 10 s, when dry

friction is neglected. When it is modeled according to the method

described by Antunes et al. (1988), it is preferable to divide the

above St by 3. The time histories of the relevant signals were

computed during about 120 cycles of the driving force, requiring

thus 370000 time steps when dry friction is included in the

model. It was found that the tube non-linear response becomes

essentially steady after about 20 eye- les. Hence, the time

averaging was limited to the last 100 cycles of the computed

signals to obtain the desired mean quantities. However, it has to

be emphasized that the non-linear dynamical regime of the tube can

still vary significantly over time scales larger than .. cycles,

in agreement with de Langre, et al.(1991). Here, this was observed

to be the case, especially as the wear work rate is concerned, due

to variations in the sliding distances. Based on a few numerical

simulations made over more than IOC cycles, statistical errors

larger than 30% are not expected, as wear work rate is concerned,

which is the most sensitive of the parameters of interest, when

the signals are integrated over 100 cycles.

Modal Analysis

Before starting the non-linear tests, the first six flexural modes

of the tube installed in the rig were measured in the X, Y

directions in order to adjust the numerical model in relation to

the stiffness of the firm end supports and the modal damping. The

results are given in Table 1. From this study the following points

are worth noting,

(1) the relative errors on natural frequencies between tests and

calculations are less than 4% for the whole modal set, and less

than 0.4% as far as the first mode is concerned.

(2) The end supports are nearly clamping the tube. However, they

have some flexibility which slightly differs in the X and Y

directions. The computational model used K = 1 . 2 105 N/m and
5

K, u
= K,v = K- u

= 6 1 0 N/m. These values ard of the same order of

magnitude as the impact stiffness. This is not surprising because

the design of the end supports is similar to that of the loose

cell.

(3) Damping depends on the mode considered and it is expected that

most of dissipation takes place at the end supports. Repetitive



tests resulted in a rather large scatter in the measured damping

of about 20%. In consequence, it was decided to carry out most of

the non-linear tests at frequencies sufficiently far from the

resonance frequencies so as to minimize the effect of such un-

controllable variations in damping. Furthermore, numerical simula-

tions made us confident that the importance of damping is mainly

restricted to low excitation levels, which induce small impacts.

Indeed, the resonant behaviour of the tube is rapidly fading out

as soon as impacts occur. This was also confirmed by experiment.

(4) Harmonic excitation tests made at f= 11.5 Hz without impacting

on the loose support provided relative discrepancies between

the computation and measurement of the displacement near the loose

support of about 20% . Obviously, such an error has a direct inci-

dence on the final non-linear results. No correction was made for

this defect, which was accepted as a factor of experimental inac-

curacy.

4 NON-LINEAR TESTS

Unidirectional Excitation Tests

The tube was almost centered within the loose cell; total gap of

the latter was 0.2 mm. It was excited at 13.16 Hz, in the X

direction. Point of excitation was 7 cm above the lower support.

Fig. 7 shows typical computed and experimental time histories of

the tube response. Case (a) refers to a rather low excitation

level producing a periodic motion at the driving frequency with a

single impact at each half-cycle. Experiment and computation

produce essentially the same results, except for some discrepan-

cies concerning the relative level of the impact signals occuring

on both sides of the tube (channels A and D). This can be caused

by small experimental errors in the tube centering. In case (b),

amplitude of the excitation is ten times higher than in case (a).

The computed response is still periodic and the impacts display

three distincts peaks, caused by tube rebounds at the support. The

experimental response is rather similar to the computed one,

except for noticeable differences in the detailed time histories

of the impacts which are more violent on channel A than on channel

D, and which are no longer periodic, though they are still

occuring at each excitation cycle. Case (c) refers to a sligthly

higher excitation amplitude than case (b). It can be noticed that

the relative agreement between calculated and measured time



histories is significantly better than in case (b) . Despite such

differences, impact duration is found to be satisfactorily

reproduced by computation: 1.7 ms instead of 1.6 ms in case (a), 8

ms on channel A in case (b) instead of 8.5 ins and 8 ms instead of

9.5 ms in case (c) . This is in good support of the choice of

impact stiffness and modal basis made in the simulations. The

examples discussed just above are representative of the non-linear

behaviour of the tube in similar tests we made during this study

and others, Axisa et al.(1989).

Referring now to the time averaged quantities, it is found that

experiment and computation agree reasonably well with each other.

Indeed, relative discrepancies were less than 20% on tr̂  and less

than 30% on <F > = <F > + <F > , summation on the two imDacted
c C A c D '

channels allowing to smooth out the miscentering effects of each

individual channel. In agreement with former published results,

Axisa, et al.(1984); Ko (1985); Axisa et al.(1989), <F > is

proportional to the excitation level and fairly insensitive to the

tube centering and to the tube/support gap, as soon as the impacts

become sufficiently large, see Fig. 8.

Orbital Motions

Tube centered with respect to the loose support

Series of tests were performed at a driving frequency of 11.25 Hz

and at distinct excitation amplitudes. The total gaps at the loose

cell were 0.15 and 0.16 mn in the X and Y directions, respecti-

vely. Fig. 9 displays a representative set of measured time

histories. At the lowest excitation level, the motion is still

periodic and the impacts occur as single isolated peaks. This test

is rather peculiar as the period of impacts is observed to be

twice the excitation period. It seems that this kind of motion

holds only in a fairly narrow range of parameters because

simulation and tests repeated at nearly the same conditions

produced a periodic motion at the driving frequency instead of the

first bifurcated dynamical regime mentionned here. According to

experiment and calculation, the impacts become multipeaked and the

motion looses its periodicity when the excitation level is

increased. The averaged quantities are reported in Table 2. From

these data the following major points arise:

(1) the agreement in the rjis displacements is to within 10%, the



test data being larger than the computed ones,

(2) the total contact times over a driving cycle agree to within

15%, except at the lowest excitation level where discrepancies as

large as 50% can be noted,

(3) the averaged impact forces agree to within 40%, based on the

summation of the four channels, the test data being smaller than

the computed ones. Test series were repeated in an attempt to

investigate the experimental scattering, which was found to be

generally less than 10%, evccept at the lowest excitation level,

where it was significantly higher (about 50%).

(4) Wear-work-rates agree to within 40%, and often to within 15%,

also based on the summation of the four channels. Test data are

again smaller than computed ones.

Furthermore, according to experiment and calculation, both

total impact force and wear-work rate are found to increase almost

linearly with excitation level. Finally, a reasonable fit can

alsobe obtained by using the simplified formulation given in

Axisa, et al.(1986).

<w> = 4/2 f a <F >

where f is the basic cycle of the tube displacement, a = cr = cr

Experimental data were used to derive the values given in Table 2.

Series of tests were also performed in which the frequency

of the excitation was varied and its amplitude was kept constant:

Fx= F̂ = 5 N. The tube orbits were found to vary significantly with

frequency, as illustrated, in Fig.10 which also puts in evidence

the rather good agreement between the major features of the

computed and the measured Lissajous plots. The rms displacement at

the lower position of the Kaman sensors was found to be

essentially insensitive to the excitation frequency, and values of

about 70 and 85 ym were found by experiment and computation,

respectively. Averaged impact forces increase almost linearily

with frequency; this is caused mainly by an increase in the number

of impacts and not by higher peak values of the force signals.

Wear work rate increases with frequency according to parabolic

law, as expected from eq. (1) . The relative agreement between test

data and computed values in this test series was better than 20%.,

see Fig. 11.



Tube deflected by a lateral static load

These tests were performed by displacing the micrometer table in

the X direction to deflect the tube statically. The magnitude of

the preload was obtained by measuring the transient signal deli-

vered by the contact force transducer, when the tube was suddenly

removed from contact. Another method was to measure the oscillato-

ry contact reaction in relation to the excitation level. Indeed,

as soon as the preload becomes less than the amplitude of the sup-

port reaction, contacts become intermittent and the presence of

impacts is clearly detectable on the force signal. Preloads were

varied from 0.05 up to l.N. Fig.12 refers to a preload of 0.1 N.

For F = F = 2 N, the tube experiences pure sliding on the loaded

cell wall and impacts on the adjacents ones. The time histories of

the tube displacement in the sliding direction displayed in

Fig.l2-a differ significantly from each other depending on the

sensor location. It can also be verified that the computed tine

histories are in close agreement with the experimental ones. The

measured contact force was found to be roughly sinusoïdal, with

a peak to peak amplitude of about 0.16N instead of 0.2N according

to computation; displacement in the preload direction was less

than 10 um and the wear work rate was 0.3 mW, instead of 0.4 mW.

For Fx = F = 4 N, the tube is impacting the preloaded cell and the

two adjacents ones. The computed and experimental time histories

of the displacement in the X and Y directions are again in

satisfactory agreement, except that the computed signal in the

preload direction is less regular than the experimental one.

Table 3 provides information concerning the averaged parameters.

Large discrepancies between test and computed data for a and <W>

are obvious for the lowest excitation levels. The same behaviour

was noticed in the tests made with larger preloads. This is

interpreted to be the consequence of some uncertainties on t'tis

preload and the friction coefficient. Indeed the stick-slip

transition is found to be rather abrupt, according to simulations

and experiments.

Tests carried out at fixed excitation and distinct preloads are

evidencing that the wear work rata is steadily increasing with the

preload as far as its value remains sufficiently low to prevent

any take-off from the loaded support, then it becomes poorly

dependent on the preload up to the values at which sliding is

also prevented. Table 4 illustrates the first two steps of such a

behaviour. For the excitation considered: F = F = 4 N, the range
* y



of preloads where sliding is prevented was not explored. According

to Antunes, et al.(1983) it leads to an abrupt decrease in wear

work rate. Finally, it was verified that eq. (1) fits the data even

better than in the absence of preloads. This could be expected a

priori, because the preload is increasing significantly the

relative importance of sliding over impacting tube/support

interaction.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental study to investigate the vibro-impact response of

a loosely supported tube to harmonic excitations has been

presented. A rather large number of tests have been carried out by

changing the excitation parameters and the support conditions, in

order to explore various dynamical conditions which can be met in

practice. The few results discussed here were selected among a

much larger data ser which produced similar results, based on

which the following major points can be emphasized concerning the

validation of the numerical methods,

ll) As expected, significant differences are often present

between the computed and measured detailed time historier of the

response signals, and this is particularily true for the impact

forces. Nevertheless, striking similarities are also clearly

apparent, which are worth pointing out.

(2) Concerning local quantities such as the averaged impact farces

and the wear work rate a reasonably good agreement was achieved

between computation and experiment. This is further stressed out

in the regression plots given in Figs.13 and 14, which incorparate

the various test conditions described above. It can be noted that

the regression line is barely different from the ideal one. More

points could be added to these plots by using data available at

preloads larger than 0.2N. The fit would be even better but

nothing much new would be learned, because in most of such

additional tests <F > is dominated by the oscillatory component at

the preloaded support and <W> is dominated by the pure sliding

component. In such cases, experiment and computation become much

easier than in configurations dominated by impact-sliding tube/

support interaction.

(3) The present study is pointing out several difficulties present



in the assessment of the accuracy of the wear work rate which can

be expected from numerical simulations. Indeed, thri relative error

between experiment and computation is found to bs governed by

experimental errors which are hard to control, and by the nature

of the tube motion which is often found to be intrinsically

irregular (or chaotic) in the presence of impact-sliding

interaction. In consequence, the goodness of the fit between

experiment and simulation can vary to a large extent depending on

the dynamic regime tested.

Based on the present study, in which a few data were removed

because of obvious difficulties in reproducing the actual impact

and stick-slip conditions when the excitation level is too small,

it can be stated that test and simulation data agreed together

within an error margin better than ± 25% concerning the averaged

impact forces, and better than ± 50% concerning the wear work

rate, Clearly, one has to recognize that such figures remain

closely related to the specific study described here. However, we

believe that they strongly support the basic validity of the

numerical models adopted in Axisa, et al.(1986); Antunes, et

al. (1988), to compute the nor.-linear tube vibrations in presence

of impact-sliding interaction.
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TABLE 1: Modal quantities of the the tube, free at midspan

Mode Computation Experiment
index Freq.(Hz) Mass (Kg) Freq.(Hz) Damp.(%)

I X 12.53 0.345 12.51 0.59

I Y 13.16 0.334 13.21 0.52

2 X 3 3 . 5 2 0.376 33 .59 1.44

2 Y 3 5 . 1 5 0 .363 36 .08 1.32

3 X 65.21 0.35B 63.68 1.57

3 Y 6a.20 0.364 70.B6 1.39

4 X 108.0 0.357 109.8 2.34

4 Y 112.7 0.359 116.9 1.33

5 X 162.1 0.338 164.5 1.49

5 Y 168.9 0.343 172.9 2.40

6 X 227.4 0.J22 222.4 1. IS

6 Y 236.B 0.329 232.9 2.50



TABLE 2 : Averaged dynamical quantities

(tube in the centered configuration, f = 11.24 Hz)

t

T
C

,T1

» ,

T ,

» ,

Fc

F

(*)

(*)

(urn)

I w I

(UOI

(U=.

loti)

(ITlN)

comp.

Heas .

Comp.

Haas.

Comp.

Heaa.

Conp.

Heas.

1 1 .

5 .

5 4 .

6 6 .

5 4 .

6 2 .

7 . 5

3 . 5

1 7 .

1 9 .

5 9 .

7 0 .

5 2 .

6 6 .

44 .

2 S .

2 1 .

2 4 .

6 1 .

6 6 .

6 0 .

6 6 .

7 5 .

4 8 .

2 4 .

2 4 .

6 3 .

7 0 .

SB.

6 6 .

9 7 .

6 9 .

2 3 .

2 6 .

6 0 .

7 0 .

6 S .

7 5 .

130.

8 5 .

4 1 .

4 1 .

6 5 .

6 6 .

6 8 .

SO.

190.

140.

5.

5 1 .

6 0 .

6 8 .

S O .

7 0 .

S S .

250.

ISO.

6 .

*

*

S S ,

9 0

*

2 3 0

W (nW) COBp. 4-10 0 16 0.3S 0.46 0.56 1.1 1.6 •

W (BH) F.H.(IJ j.;0'' 0.13 0.22 0.35 0.48 0.75 1.0 1.2

W (RiW) Heas. 0.015 0.15 0.2B 0.33 0.51 0.S2 1.1 1.4

F1 , F : amplitude o£ Che exciting forces in the X,Y directions

T : total cube/support contact time per excitation cycle

F : toral tine averaged icpacc farce, suoaed on the 4 cell walls

W : to.ai wear uorX rate, sunned on the 4 cell walls

TABLE 3 : Averaged dynamical quantities

(tube in the preloaded configuration, f = 11.24 Hz)

Preload : 0.1 H

Fr

T ,

' ,

Fc

Fc

h

H

(H]

(N)

(urn)

(UH)

( » 1

(U = .

(nN)

(nN)

(mW)

(BW]

Cocp.

Heas.

Cap.

Heas.

Conp.

Heas.

Heas.

CûîT.p .

1 .

I .

157 .

1 9 0 .

4 .

6 .

1 1 0 .

9 0 .

0 . 1 3

0 . 3 8

2 .

2 .

1 6 5 .

ISO.

9 .

1 0 .

1 5 0 .

1 2 0 .

0 . 2 9

0 . 3 9

3 .

3 .

ISO.

1 9 0

3 4 .

2 0 .

1 9 0 .

190.

0 .35

0.43

4 .

4 .

190.

2'10.

9 0 .

140.

250.

200.

0.61

0.55

5 .

5 .

210.

200.

150.

200.

310.

250.

1 . 1 3

O.Bfi

Preload : 0.6 N

F, I-"' 3- 4. 5. G. 7. B.
F, C ) 3- 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

W(nW) Meas. 2.5 3. 3.3 3.7 3.9 3.9

W |n»; Conp. 0.27 0.5 2.3 2.6 2.8 3.1
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Fig 1 - The test rig

Fig. 2 - The loose support cell

locared at tube midspan

Fig. 4 - X. Y exciting shakers
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Fig 3 - The measuring Mock
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